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2. The end of the Cold War contributed to a decrease of wars between states ard of armed conflicts
and to a relative groMh of the share of intemal conflicts. But also the share of conflicts
lntemationalized in various ways has been increasing (see Table 3).

Table 3 Trend in armed conflicts after the end of the Cold War

3. The proportion ofbasic types ofwars and armed conflicts has significantly
changed - there are fewer civil wars in sensu stricto, i.e. conflicts motivated primarily ideologically,
and more armed conflicts of cultural character (identity conflicts) which are characterized by
toughness and therefore long duration (see Table 4).

Table 4 Deve|opment of the structure of types of armed conílicts
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4' Economic factors play a significant part in generatíng and extending conflicts, but it would not be
correct to say that they are primary and the most important ones (such explanations are considered as
reductionalist). With a certain caution it can be said that their significance has increased after the end
of the Cold War. On the other hand, numerous empiric studies confirm an increase of the share of
conflicts made exclusively for profit and enrichment (predatory wars). The proÍit and financial means
are no longer only a means to reach some aim, they are the explicit aím ofarmed activities. These are
no longer motivated by the effort to defeat an adversary and to win, but rather to ensure altemative
sources oí livelihood or even sustainable profits. But statistical analyses do not mostly conÍirm such
finding.

Although numerous authors stress, as a significant risk factor, the dependence ofeconomy on expons
of primary raw materials' this correlatíon has not been confirmed by analysis. Thís fact is also a
consequence of the controversial effect of natural assets which somewhere (if these are easíly
controllable resources and negotiable commodities) contríbute to intemal conflicts, elsewhere -
especially in the case ofoil - the situation is rather opposite.

5. Armed conflicts are generated more and more often due to polítical changes wítfun the transition from
one system and regime to another _ in the period oť (transitional) weakness of state power' During the
1990s, and especially at their beginning, the number of unstable transitional political regimes - anocracies
- sensibly íncreased, and (consequently) also did the number of armed conÍlícts. Definitely the highest
risk ofgenesis ofarmed conflicts is in the states that are not able and often even willing to perform basic
public functions (especially enforcement ofthe law). These states are qualified as "shadow" or collapsed.
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It is difficult to decide what typos of factors (cultÚal, economic or political) re decisive for
unleashing of wars and armed conflicts, but if at least two types of these faňrs areiresent, trre rist orconflict is immense.

6. During the second half ofthe 1990s, the number and share ofthe most
lmportant traditional conflicts (wars) significantly decreased, so that the share,
and according to certain datasets also the numbei ofconÍlicis of a lower
category increased (see Table 5). However' these conÍlícts last in average longer.

7' ConÍirmation of the hypothesis on extension of conflicts is relatively trivial; this is caused above allby an increasing share ofethnic and religious conflicts that belong to those-ofthe tonlesi áuratron.The results are also influenced by the reTatively short time segment from the end of the cold war(only 17 years in comparison with the previous 45 y"u.s, see Table 6).

As traditional wars, especially crassical civil ones, which were in the past characterized by a very high
intensity of Íighting, are ever less frequent, the average number of úattle deaths decrea.ies (which is
documented by more conservative datasets, e.g. Cowj. Ifhowever also indirect deatis are included,
especially because many ethrro.religious conflicts last a very long time, then the situatíon is oulte
contrary.
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8. The. geographícal image of spreading of intemal conflicts has changed. Their focal point is moving
from the area ofrivalry ofGreat Powers - Eurasia to the Sub-Saharan África (see Table 7).

Although.the data comparing both peňods document that the change is not substantial, the trends arequite obvious - concentration of conflicts in Sub-saharan Africa continues, but long-term conflicts insouth Asia continue (the ever more significant share of this macroregion is given iy the fact that inmultinational countries as Indi4 Myanmar, Pakistan or Indonesia there are several armed conflicts atthe same time). The situation is similar in the Middle East. But the dominant share of the total amounrofdeaths (mainly when including the indirect ones) is in Africa.
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9. In accordance with the majority of experts it can be said that wars and armed conflicts have changed
after the end of the Cotd War' but th€ question is to which exÍent. EÍfective proofs in this regard
cannot be given by this type ofpaper, as they are mostly findings from field monitoring - case studies.
vagueness, complicacy, changeability and gtobalization ofthe present armed conflicts-are at the same
time another reason oftheir difficult and controversial explanation.

10. Presumption ofa high sigrificance ofethno-religious factors for genesis ofarmed conflics was
not definitely confirmed by conelation and regression analysis (which is somehow in contract with the
evident increase ofthe share ofthese conÍlicts). In spite ofthat main|y large-size datasets manifest, for
the period after the Cold War, positive correlation values with occurrence/duration oť conflicts and
indicate an increasing importance of these factors in time. The analysis has thus conÍirmed the
findings of many papers that ethnic fractionalization produces tough, long lasting conflicts,
nevertheless ofa low intensity.

ll. The majority ofdatasets, especially the Marshall's one, confirm an increasing importance of
economic factors on the characteÍ and impacts of wars in tíme (a higher au.,ug. u.oňnt oi deaths)' or
in comparison of the Cold War and the post.Cold War periods. [n some cases there ís also a feeble
impact of basic economic variables (GNP, HDI) on the number of deaths of armed conflicts - with an
increasing number ofdeaths the (correlation) dependence increases. A deepening ofthis dependence
can be considered as quite banal - more developed countries are affected bi aÍmň conflicts ever less,
whereas the less developed counEies ever more.

12. Presumptíon of an increasing impact of geopolitical factors on the intensity of conflicts can be
confirmed - the híghest conelation is manifested by the heritage of Íecent waÍs and conflicts as well as
by colonization (struggle against colonizers) and the position of the country in the world hierarchy - a
higher intensíty of occurrence of conflicts in geographical periphery and in the interest peripňery;
another factor - raw materials resources, or export ofprimary raw materials have not a more imponanr
influence (according to the results of this paper and differently from affirmations of manv emoirical
studies).

13. The impact of a higher intensity of conflicts (of a higher number of deaths - on the basls of
maximal estimations) manifests only feebly, mainly in datasets with higher numbers of armed
conflicts. A more significant conelation with the respective variables ís evident in occurrence/duratton
of conflicts, but we can confirm also a deepening of correlations in time, i.e. in the period after the end
of the Cold War.

The mentioned not very convincing results ofstatistical analysis as well as some controveÍsial findings
of experts reflect the fact that there exist dozens oť theories and approaches for explaining wars and
armed conflicts. This situation proves that it is difficult to explain the complexly and cónbxtually
conditioned social phenomena, as wars undoubtedly are. It is therefore not surprisíng that the finding!
are heterogenous and ambiguous and the approaches insufficienťuncertain ior tIř branch is little
developed). No theory can have aspiration to príoríty or universalíty of explination. It is therefore
evident that a deeper knowledge of present wars is possible only on the 

.basis 
of combínation of

statistical-analytic approaches and empirical studies or rather field monitoring - case studies.
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